PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION

GRAND SAGA TO SLASH TOLL CHARGES BY 30% AND
DISTRIBUTE 1500 FREE TOUCH N’ GO CARDS FOR 2015 HARI
RAYA AIDILFITRI CELEBRATIONS
KUALA LUMPUR, 13 July 2015 - Grand Saga Sdn Bhd (“Grand Saga” or “the Company”), a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Taliworks Corporation Berhad (“TCB” or “the Group”), and which
currently holds the concession for the Cheras-Kajang Highway (“CKH”) announced the
distribution of 1,500 Touch N’ Go cards, with a total value of RM 18,000 in conjunction with this
year’s Hari Raya Aidilfitri celebrations. Featuring the logo of the LGB Group, these exclusive
Touch N Go which carry a preloaded value of RM2.00, will be issued at the toll plaza on the
CKH on 15 July 2015 till stocks last.
Speaking about the announcement, Mr. A. Rajasolan, Senior General Manager of Grand
Saga shared, “Initiatives such as these are a result of our Corporate Social Responsibility
(“CSR”) policy and are aimed at rewarding our customers especially during this important
festive occasion. With the recent increases in the cost of living in Malaysia, Grand Saga felt
that it was our responsibility to help ease the burden of those who will be driving back to their
hometowns to be with their families.”

Aside from the distribution of free Touch N Go cards, the Company has also announced an
increased toll discount of 30% (compared to 10% in the previous year) for Electronic Toll
Collection (“ETC”) lane users of the expressway, for a period of 24-hours beginning from 12.01
a.m. on 17th July 2015. These lanes utilise either the Touch N Go or Smart Tag payment system
and allow for a faster transaction which helps minimise traffic congestion at the toll plazas
themselves.

“Grand Saga urges all its users to be vigilant, responsible and courteous while driving on the
road and wishes all its users a cheerful Hari Raya Aidilfitri celebration”, added Mr. A. Rajasolan
***
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ABOUT TALIWORKS CORPORATION BERHAD
Taliworks Corporation Berhad (“TCB” or the “Group”) was listed on the Main Market of Bursa
Malaysia Securities Berhad on 27 October 2000. Taliworks, an established company involved
in both the water and waste-related businesses, has expanded its core expertise to include
highway management, construction and engineering, and wastewater research and
technology.
Taliworks started out in the water management sector in 1987 as a pioneer in the privatisation
of the water supply in Malaysia and today, the water business still leads as the main core
business activity of Taliworks. Since 2004, Taliworks has diversified its business interests to
include the waste management segment in China and highway toll operations and
maintenance in Malaysia in 2007 through a few strategic acquisitions.
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